
MINUTES 
DEANS’ COUNCIL MEETING 

1:30 – 3:05 pm, 22 May 2012, 626-S 
 

1. CRM         Dressman (Michael)  
Customer Relationship Management – automated system where communications with 
students happen consistently and steadily on an automatic basis. Student Services is in the 
process of planning to acquire this. 
 

2. SACS – Who is going?      Williams (Pat)      
This is not till December, but hotels book up. Provost may pay part for faculty members. 
It’s in Dallas, so may want to send a lot of people. 
 

3. Exams – Monitoring that they take place; also online exams  Stading (Gary)     
Some faculty have not been having class meetings of any kind in final exam period, and 
this is not allowed. Deans should remind faculty of this. For online classes, may have to 
set a date where the exam cannot be due before it, in order to spread out the exam due 
dates. 
 

4. NAFSA and other international items, including ELI accred.  Dressman       
National Association of Foreign Service Advisors having its annual meeting in Houston 
soon. International educators association – we are being inundated with requests for 
meetings to talk about partnerships since they happen to be in town. May see some 
activity with this, but there are so many and it is so vague, don’t know that anything 
meaningful will happen. Another thing that has come up – a group of Chinese managers 
are coming to Houston for 4 or 5 months and contacted us about ELI and other events. 
We have passed them to UH, which is already set up for this, and we will study how they 
do it. Also working on another international exchange program. Issue that has come up 
with ELI nationally – Department of Homeland Security has started saying each ELI 
program has to be accredited separately – accreditation of the University it is in is not 
acceptable. Professionals in this sector fighting this, but if it goes through, we could lose 
ELI for a couple of years. 

 
5. 6 W Rule and Transfer of Ds      Stading                  

This is something that was enacted in 2007, but it has taken a long time to get into place. 
State will not pay its part of tuition for any course that student tries to withdraw from 
after they have had 6 withdrawals anywhere, including at other colleges and universities. 
Exceptions can be made, but they’re not supposed to be common. Being written into 
Banner rules, but policy still being developed. Another policy issue – we currently say 
our students can have D’s in their courses here, and that is okay, but we don’t accept 



transferred D’s. We cannot do that anymore; related to interchangeability of core courses 
with other institutions. We have to accept other places’ D’s the way we do our own. 
 

6. Deans’ Searches       Dressman                        
A top candidate for the Dean, College of Humanities and Social Sciences has been 
identified and efforts are being made to complete all the required steps that precede an 
offer. The ad for the College of Business dean posted has been. The applications for Dean 
of Advising and Mentoring were internal.  Applicant assessment has begun. 

 
7. Non-Reappointment Grievances     Dressman –

Probationary faculty reach a point where they might not be reappointed, but they haven’t 
reached tenure consideration yet; there is a policy for this, but people are not sufficiently 
familiar with this. Some issues have arisen, going through process. 

 
8. Northwest Update       Evans (Louis)         

There is an external push for UHD to take another half floor, while UH takes another half 
floor. If we do, we’ll get agreement by Lone Star not to allow another major competitor 
in facility. However, we are not getting classes and enrollments in all degrees we 
currently have to justify keeping all of them. Enrollments good overall, but some 
programs problematic. Also need to have more faculty located there. To justify expense 
of taking more space, have to have enrollment to justify. Other universities are eying our 
programs that we haven’t supported enough. 
 

9. Last 30 hours and 18 upper-level hours clarification   Dressman        
Another policy issue – students have to take last 30 hours here, 18 of them being upper 
level. This doesn’t work out in practice, since people come here and do not need that 
many upper level hours to finish. Even the idea of it being the last 30 hours here is not 
done in practice, but that would be a bigger change. The 18-hour thing – they should have 
that many upper level courses, but all 18 do not have to be UHD courses. 
 

10. First Alert and other training issues     Dressman            
Early Alert is something we have available, but many faculty are not aware of it. There 
are other programs to help with student success. Need to get the word out much more to 
faculty of all the various programs available, have wider spread use of AdvisorTrac 
program. 
 

11. Dean’s Reports       Deans              
Birchak (Chris): Promoting African American Male Mentoring Program, had a luncheon 
with a talk recently; 44 students involved. Doing service learning project, special courses, 
etc. Send names of students who might be interested if you have them. Pelz (Beth): 



Something came up with CJ student needing refund, pointed out that the calendar dates 
are not as apparent for new 8 week terms. Need to try to change terminology on Web site, 
which refers to “part of term,” not understandable. Evans: Looking at company’s 
software which tries to track fraudulence in people taking online courses, especially 
exams. IT is looking at this, too, and they’ll have their considerations. 
 

12. Other Issues 


